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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe three singing information processing sys-
tems, VocaListener, VocaListener2, and VocaWatcher, that imitate
singing expressions of the voice and face of a human singer. VocaL-
istener can synthesize natural singing voices by analyzing and imi-
tating the pitch and dynamics of the human singing. VocaListener2
imitates temporal timbre changes in addition to the pitch and dy-
namics. In synchronization with the synthesized singing voices, Vo-
caWatcher can generate realistic facial motions of a humanoid robot,
the HRP-4C, by analyzing and imitating facial motions of a human
singing that are recorded by a single video camera. These systems
that focus on “imitation” are not only promising for representing
human-like naturalness, but also useful for providing intuitive con-
trol means.

Index Terms— Music, singing information processing, singing
synthesis, singing robot

1. INTRODUCTION

In light of the growing importance of singing synthesis, the first goal
of this research is to find ways to more easily synthesize human-
like singing voices with natural expressions. Both amateur and pro-
fessional musicians have started to use singing synthesizers as their
main vocals, and songs sung by computer singers rather than hu-
man singers have become popular, often appearing on popular mu-
sic charts in Japan [1]. As music synthesizers generating various
instrumental sounds are already widely used and have become in-
dispensable to popular music production, it is historically inevitable
that singing synthesizers will become more widely used and likewise
indispensable to music production. The only element of uncertainty
is whether it will happen soon or farther into the future with more
advanced technologies. Regardless of how soon this happens, in-
creasing the naturalness and expressiveness of synthesized singing
voices will contribute to the popularity of singing synthesis.

In addition to singing synthesis, the second goal of this research
is to enable a humanoid robot to sing with realistic facial expressions
and natural synthesized singing voices. Such a robot singer is an im-
portant and attractive humanoid robot application for the entertain-
ment scene. In our experiences in exhibitions, a lot of people simply
want to see humanoid robots walking, moving, singing, dancing, etc.
Supported by such interests of the general public, robot singers are
promising applications of robot technologies. It is, however, difficult
to achieve realistic and natural expressions since it requires state-of-
the-art integration of different technologies such as robot engineer-
ing, music processing, and image processing.

To overcome this difficulty of increasing the naturalness of
singing voices and robot motions, this research focuses on the “im-
itation” of a human singer. As shown in Figure 1, we developed
three singing information processing systems [2], a singing synthe-
sis system VocaListener [3] to imitate the pitch and dynamics of the
singer’s voice, a singing synthesis system VocaListener2 [4] to imi-
tate timbre changes in addition to the pitch and dynamics, and a robot
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Fig. 1. VocaListener, VocaListener2, and VocaWatcher.

motion generation system VocaWatcher [5] to imitate facial expres-
sions of the singer’s face. VocaListener or VocaListener2 can be used
independently of VocaWatcher to synthesize natural singing voices
only. On the other hand, VocaWatcher should be used together with
VocaListener or VocaListener2 to enable a humanoid robot to sing
along with synthesized singing voices and with realistic facial ex-
pressions.

We first developed VocaListener [3] as a system to imitate the
pitch and dynamics of a target human singing. With the help of
the given lyrics of the song being sung, it automatically estimates
the musical score of the song from the target singing. Because
VocaListener can estimate expressive control parameters of various
commercial singing synthesizers based on Yamaha’s VOCALOID or
VOCALOID2 technology [1], it easily synthesizes various singing
voices that have identical pitch, dynamics, and lyrics, but different
timbres. Thanks to the estimated natural expressions of the target
human singing, synthesized singing voices can be human-like and
natural without time-consuming manual adjustment of the control
parameters. Temporal timbre changes of the target singing, however,
are not imitated.

As an extension of VocaListener, we developed VocaListener2
[4], a system that imitates timbre changes, not only the pitch and dy-
namics, of the target human singing. Given a song, VocaListener2
constructs a voice timbre space by using various singing voices that
are synthesized by VocaListener to have the identical pitch, dynam-
ics, and lyrics, but different timbres. Temporal timbre changes of
the target singing are represented as a trajectory in this voice timbre
space, and the trajectory is used for synthesizing imitated singing
voices.

Furthermore, for a robot singer, we developed VocaWatcher [5],
a system that imitates facial expressions of a human singer’s face
during singing by analyzing a video clip of a person singing that
is recorded by a single video camera. VocaWatcher can control the
mouth, eye, and neck motions of a biped humanoid robot, the HRP-
4C [6], by imitating corresponding human motions that are estimated
without using any markers in the video clip. The HRP-4C has a re-
alistic female facial appearance and body shape (160 height and 46
kg weight with 44 degrees of freedom). The imitated facial motions
can be precisely synchronized, at a phoneme level, with synthesized
singing voices by using the phoneme timing provided by VocaLis-
tener or VocaListener2.
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Fig. 2. Overview of VocaListener that iteratively estimates parame-
ters of pitch (F0) and dynamics (power) for different singing synthe-
sizers from a singing voice of a human singer and its lyrics.

2. VOCALISTENER: SINGING SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
IMITATING PITCH AND DYNAMICS

Given audio signals from a singing voice and the written text of the
song’s lyrics, VocaListener [3] can imitate the singing voice by es-
timating singing synthesis parameters (pitch and dynamics) for var-
ious singing synthesizers such as VOCALOID and VOCALOID2
software [7]. We named this approach singing-to-singing synthe-
sis [3] because a user need only provide a singing voice along the
lyrics without a musical score for singing synthesis.

The most popular approach for singing synthesis is lyrics-to-
singing (text-to-singing) synthesis where a user provides note-level
score information of the melody with the corresponding lyrics to
synthesize a singing voice [7–9]. To improve naturalness and pro-
vide original expressions, some systems [7] enable a user to ad-
just singing synthesis parameters such as pitch (F0) and dynamics
(power). The manual parameter adjustment, however, is not easy and
requires considerable time and effort. Another approach is speech-
to-singing synthesis where a speaking voice reading the lyrics of a
song is converted into a singing voice by controlling acoustic fea-
tures [10] according to a given score. This approach is interesting
because a user can synthesize singing voices having the user’s voice
timbre, but various voice timbres cannot be used.

Janer et al. [11] took an approach similar to our singing-to-
singing synthesis. Their method analyzes acoustic features of the
input user’s singing and directly converts them into synthesis pa-
rameters. Their method is not robust, though, with respect to dif-
ferent singing synthesis conditions. For example, even if we specify
the same parameters, the synthesized results always differ when we
change to another singing synthesizer or a different singer database
because each database includes a different set of voice waveforms.
The ability to imitate a user’s singing is therefore limited.

To overcome such limitations on robustness, VocaListener iter-
atively estimates singing synthesis parameters so that after a certain
number of iterations the synthesized singing can become more sim-
ilar to the user’s singing in terms of pitch and dynamics (Figure 2).
In short, VocaListener can synthesize a singing voice while listen-
ing to its own generated voice through an original feedback-loop
mechanism. First, acoustic features (F0 and power) estimated from
the target singing are converted into synthesis parameters (pitch and
dynamics) for each singing synthesizer based on VOCALOID or
VOCALOID2. Second, these parameters are fed to each singing syn-
thesizer to obtain a tentative synthesized singing, which is analyzed
and compared with the target singing. Synthesis parameters are then
updated so that the compared differences can be made smaller. Until
the synthesized singing is sufficiently close to the target singing, the
system repeats the parameter updating and its synthesis.

To generate note-level score information regarding the melody,
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Fig. 3. Examples of differences in the spectral envelope due to dif-
ferences of phonemes and singer databases (DBs).

VocaListener supports an accurate lyrics-to-singing synchronization
function. Given the user’s singing and the corresponding lyrics
without any score information, VocaListener synchronizes them au-
tomatically to determine each musical note that corresponds to a
phoneme of the lyrics. This synchronization is called phonetic align-
ment and is estimated through Viterbi alignment with an originally
adapted/trained acoustic model (a phoneme-level hidden Markov
model). The alignment results should then be adjusted iteratively
so that each voiced section of the synthesized singing can be the
same as the original voiced section of the target singing. Although
synchronization errors with this model occasionally occur, we also
provide an interface that lets a user easily correct such errors just by
pointing them out.

In addition, VocaListener also supports pitch and style modifica-
tion functions, off-pitch correction, pitch transposition, vibrato ad-
justment, and singing smoothing, to improve synthesized singing as
if the user’s singing skill were improved. A user can select whether
to use these functions based on personal preference.

3. VOCALISTENER2: SINGING SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
IMITATING VOICE TIMBRE CHANGES

Given a singing voice and the song’s lyrics, VocaListener2 [4] can
imitate temporal timbre changes of the singing voice as well as pitch
and dynamics. This is also based on the singing-to-singing synthesis
approach and is an extension of VocaListener, which deals with only
pitch and dynamics.

Much previous work has been done on manipulating voice tim-
bre such as speaking voice conversion [12, 13], emotional speech
synthesis [14–16], singing voice conversion [17], and singing voice
morphing [18]. However, these approaches cannot deal with in-
tentional temporal timbre changes during singing. In contrast,
VOCALOID [7] enables a user to adjust singing synthesis param-
eters to manipulate acoustic features (e.g., the spectrum) of synthe-
sized singing for each instant of time. The manual parameter adjust-
ment is not easy, though, and requires considerable time and effort.

Although some commercial singing synthesizers can synthesize
voices of different styles (timbres) for a singer, their intermediate
voices cannot be synthesized. For example, a singing synthesis soft-
ware named Hatsune Miku Append (referred to as MIKU Append)
can synthesize voices of six styles (DARK, LIGHT, SOFT, SOLID,
SWEET, and VIVID) that have the same individuality as with Hat-
sune Miku and differ in voice timbre. Each voice or style is called a
singer database (DB). An intermediate voice (e.g., between LIGHT
and SOLID), however, cannot be synthesized.

To deal with these problems, VocaListener2 automatically con-
trols temporal voice timbre changes by using signal processing tech-
niques to manipulate the spectral envelope shapes of synthesized
singing voices. We define voice timbre changes as differences in
spectral envelope shape, such as spectral differences between Hat-
sune Miku and MIKU Append. As shown in Figure 3, such differ-
ences are caused not only by different voice timbres (e.g., between
Hatsune Miku and MIKU Append (LIGHT)), but also by different
phonemes (e.g., between /o/ and /i/), pitch, and dynamics. But when
the phoneme, pitch, and dynamics are set to be the same by VocaL-
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istener, only voice timbre changes can be represented as differences
in a spectral envelope shape by VocaListener2.

Figure 4 shows an overview of VocaListener2. It consists of Vo-
caListener, singing analysis (

�

�

�

�A –
�

�

�

�D ), and singing synthesis (
�

�

�

�E ).
First, given a target human singing (a user’s singing voice) and the
song’s lyrics, VocaListener is used to synthesize temporally synchro-
nized singing voices having the same pitch and dynamics from many
different singer DBs (

�

�

�

�A ). Second, VocaListener2 estimates the
spectral envelope of each sample of synthesized singing (

�

�

�

�B ) by us-
ing the STRAIGHT speech manipulation system. Since differences
in these envelopes represent only the voice timbre changes under
the same phoneme, pitch, and dynamics, it then constructs an M -
dimensional voice timbre space (

�

�

�

�C ) by using a subspace method
(M = 3 in our current implementation). At each temporal frame,
any singing voice can be represented as a point in this space. The tar-
get user’s singing or each synthesized singing using a singer DB is
therefore represented as a temporal trajectory in this space. Although
all singer DBs are used to construct the voice timbre space, a sub-
set of singer DBs having the same singer individuality (e.g., seven
singer DBs of Hatsune Miku and MIKU Append (DARK, LIGHT,
SOFT, SOLID, SWEET, and VIVID)) has to be selected to synthe-
size an output singing voice that has temporal timbre changes similar
to the target singing while keeping the individuality of the selected
singer DBs (

�

�

�

�Z1 –
�

�

�

�Z4 ). An M -dimensional timbre change tube,
where M -polytope at each temporal frame forms a tube along the
time axis, is therefore constructed by using such selected singer DBs.
The trajectory of the target user’s singing is then adjusted (shifted
and scaled) so that it can be inside the tube (

�

�

�

�D ). Finally, the output
singing voice is synthesized from spectral envelopes corresponding
to this adjusted trajectory (

�

�

�

�E ).

4. VOCAWATCHER: ROBOT MOTION GENERATION
SYSTEM IMITATING FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

Given a video clip of a singing performance recorded by a single
video camera, VocaWatcher [5] enables the female HRP-4C robot to
imitate the human singer by generating realistic facial expressions
synchronized with synthesized singing voices. In the input video
clip, a female human singer stood in front of the microphone and a
fixed camera so that the upper half of her body could be recorded.

Because music is an important and attractive application for hu-
manoid robots, various robots have been developed that play musical
instruments [19–21]. Although singing humanoid robots with syn-
thesized singing voices have also been developed, the movements of
such robots [22–24] are not natural because of limitations of manual
control. Our HRP-4C humanoid robot was used to sing a song at
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Fig. 5. Overview of VocaWatcher that automatically generates natu-
ral facial expressions of a robot singer by imitating a human singer.

a public exhibition, CEATEC JAPAN 2009, with well known tech-
niques such as key poses, semi-automatic motion generation, and
a commercial singing synthesizer [24], but its singing performance
was not natural enough. Thus, none of these earlier robots provide
realistic facial expressions synchronized with a naturally synthesized
singing voice. As shown in computer graphics, motion capture tech-
niques for imitating human motions are an effective way to generate
realistic motions for robots. Previous approaches, however, required
many reflective markers [25] or person-specific training data [26],
and did not use audio signal processing to help facial control.

VocaWatcher uses both image and audio signal processing to
produce a realistic singing performance with the HRP-4C robot
(Figure 5). Our robot can sing naturally by using VocaListener to
synthesize singing voices that imitate the singing voice of a human
singer in the video clip. VocaListener2 can also be used, but it is
yet to be tested for this purpose. The robot can also generate syn-
chronous mouth, eye, and neck motions to imitate the facial expres-
sions of the same human singer in the clip. VocaWatcher requires
neither facial markers nor multiple cameras and can utilize audio-
based timing information — i.e., phoneme timing provided by Vo-
caListener — to improve robot motions.

Figure 5 shows an overview of VocaWatcher. VocaWatcher first
detects the head position and rotation by using commercial face-
tracking software, faceAPI from Seeing Machines. It also detects
the iris and eyelid by using our original detection technique based
on a subpixel algorithm, and the mouth aperture by tracking upper
and lower lips on the basis of a particle filter. The detected motions
are then used to generate motions of the neck (three joints), each
eye (two joints), and the mouth (four joints). In addition, the mouth
shape and motions are controlled so that they can be synchronized
with each phoneme (vowel) of the synthesized singing voice. By
using the vowel sequence and precise timing information provided
by VocaListener, the mouth motions are generated so that predefined
key mouth shapes corresponding to vowels and a breath can be repro-
duced at the beginning of each vowel or breath. Because the breath
was not supported by original VocaListener, we extended it to imi-
tate breath sounds that make the robot singing more natural because
a human singer often opens the mouth during breathing.

Figure 6 compares an original human singer and a robot singer
whose motions were generated by VocaWatcher. To make the
robot performance more attractive, arm motions were manually
choreographed. This live demonstration was open to the public at
CEATEC JAPAN 2010 [5].

5. CONCLUSION

We have described our research aimed at building easy-to-use ex-
pressive singing synthesis systems for music production and a re-
alistic facial motion generation system for a robot singer. Demon-
strations are available at http://staff.aist.go.jp/t.nakano/systemname/
where systemname should be replaced with either VocaListener, Vo-
caListener2, or VocaWatcher.
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face of the robot singer (on the right) with generated facial expres-
sions imitating the human singer.

We believe that user interfaces will play an important role in
singing synthesis systems. Although the lyrics-to-singing (text-to-
singing) synthesis is currently the most popular, some users have
difficulty using it or feel it is too troublesome dealing with the piano-
roll or score editor. As real-time recordings of live MIDI input are
intuitive and indispensable for musicians to use general sound syn-
thesizers, our singing-to-singing synthesis can serve as an easier,
more efficient option for a user who can sing along with a song or
use solo singing voices without accompaniments. Similarly, when
a user can personally control robot singers in the future, facial in-
put like that of VocaWatcher will be an easier option than manual
motion adjustment. Such intuitive options without requiring time-
consuming manual adjustment are important to help users focus on
how to express the user’s message or intention through a song.

This research starts from the “imitation” of natural human ex-
pressions. Of course, imitation places limitations on freedom, but
we think that once we can represent a high degree of naturalness by
using control parameters for synthesizing singing voices or generat-
ing robot motions, we will be able to take the next step of modeling
the naturalness in a control parameter space to generate new natural
representations beyond mere imitations.

Because of the human-like naturalness of singing voices synthe-
sized by VocaListener and VocaListener2 and the facial expressions
generated by VocaWatcher, we found that some people at first sight
do not realize that these are computer-generated results. On the other
hand, we are aware that some people feel a sense of creepiness that
is exemplified by the well known “uncanny valley”. We are not wor-

ried about the uncanny valley because it just means that we are in a
transitional stage in the development of future technologies that can
go beyond the uncanny valley. We believe that it is important to keep
working toward such future technologies.
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